
Who are you?

Theatre storytelling (puppetry) for groups of immigrants offering creative and engaging methods to practice language of host society, 
to improve communication skills and learning to learn competences as well as facilitate processes of self-empowerment. 
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Target group The aim of this learning path to help immigrant women, or as we advertised the workshop: Women in 
Iceland who were born in another country. It is essentially designed to help all immigrant women who find 
themselves currently living in Iceland. It can also be very useful for other groups of immigrants too; men 
and teenagers for example. We found that puppetry and drama has a lot of possibilities and potential to 
enhance cross-cultural dialog, empowerment, and inclusion, language teaching and learning as well as 
developing everyday skills such as self-awareness, self-esteem, self-efficacy and communication and team 
building skills.

Description of the 
challenges

The main challenges were language and communication. The Workshop was open for every immigrant 
woman, she would not need to speak Icelandic or English. Among the participants were Syrian women 
who just recently arrived as refugees and couldn´t speak the two languages mentioned above. The 
Workshop was meant to be a social event, a platform to immigrant women to connect and learn. Puppetry 
as an art form of artistic expression invited some possibilities for that. In the beginning, we had to find a 
way to describe the tasks for the participants without (much) language. Practical examples and assistance 
provided by the trainer to participants on how to make a puppet and how to animate it were very helpful 
for participants to complete their tasks. It turned out fine, we soon found ways which in the end made the 
atmosphere more relaxed and creative. We were lucky that there was a woman in the Syrian group, who 
could also translate for us and for the other Syrian women in the more complicated talk, for example in the 
reflection circle exercise at the end.



Training Point 
Or
How does this challenge 
effect motivation and 
achievement in your 
group?

The challenge – not to have a common spoken language had so much effect on the atmosphere that it 
made an extra layer to the workshop, which was quite enjoyable. We began to understand that most human 
to human interaction is non-verbal – as much as 70% research shows. The workshop turned out to evolve 
not just about the puppet making and animation as a new way to communicate but also about learning 
Icelandic. The atmosphere was relaxed and creative and we experienced how that made some women 
open up and practice their newly acquired Icelandic language skills. It was interesting to observe how 
some of the women were able to talk for their puppet even if they were not ready to talk for themselves. 
Women who in the beginning had said that they didn´t speak any Icelandic were talking quite a lot during 
the next days. The puppets seemed to have the effect of minimizing self consciousness among the women 
when speaking Icelandic. This finding requires further investigation.



Description of the 
activities
Suggestions:
1. Break the main 

activities down into 
manageable tasks 
and simple steps 

2. Define the expertise 
required to undertake 
the activities and 
tasks

3. Estimate the duration 
and the time frame of 
this activity

4. Describe risks and 
uncertainties that 
could affect the 
implementation of 
activities

5. Describe shortly 
essential basic 
human, physical and 
financial resources 
to implement this 
activity 

 

This learning path includes assignments on making a puppet and exploring the possibilities of the puppets 
acting individually as well as together in a group. The assignments go from being easy to more challenging. 
The workshop is laid out in a way so that everyone should be able to take part, not too challenging and not 
too difficult. A great part of the workshop is the coffee break, which is seen as a platform for the participants 
and trainers to connect, reflect and talk together. The number of participants in the group can be from 6 
to 12, approximately. But it´s not good to have the group too large, you need to keep some intimacy and 
a personal feeling. It can take place in a regular classroom. Some working space for the participants is 
needed as they will be working in groups, so the space should preferably be flexible where table and chairs 
can be moved around to make room for the materials and the puppet making process. The trainer should 
provide the material, essentials are: brown paper, newspapers, scissors, and strings. We kept the material 
very simple so that everyone would get the feeling that this could be done at home, and you would not 
need to buy a lot of stuff to be able to do this. The trainer or producer should also provide refreshments, 
we had coffee, tea and some bread and cakes.
Each workshop activity may last up to four hours. The coffee break lasts for approximately 30 minutes. After 
the showing of each exercise we talked and reflected on what we had seen and done. The assignments 
timeframe varied between 20- 50 minutes. Making a puppet lasted longer, that´s the biggest assignment. 
Reflection circle exercise lasted between 30-40 minutes.

Workshop process step by step:

Activity 1

1. The trainer introduces him/herself, why we are here, what we will do over the next three days, define 
and describe in a broad brushed way what will be expected of participants. Something along these lines; 
remember we are trying to create a friendly, relaxed space, nothing can be done right way or wrong way. 
Creativity and spending time together are what matters most. 
2. Introduction of all participants. Who are you? A circle where everyone introduces themselves. 



3. The task is introduced: make your own puppet. The trainers introduce the material as well as step by 
step go through the method with the participants sitting in a circle. Everyone helps each other out – it is a 
collaborative effort. This session is finished when everyone has their puppet ready. (The process of making 
a puppet is further demonstrated in a video).
4. Session ends with a coffee break. It´s not good to interrupt the puppet making time so in the end 
everybody gathered and had some refreshments and a friendly chat about the workshop and life in general. 

Activity 2

1. Everyone took some moments with their own puppet, getting to know it, exploring it and it´s possibilities. 
This was done personally. 
2. Personal task, done with the help of two other people, trainers or participants: who is your puppet? 
Everyone makes vivid/animated scene of 2/3 minutes duration, with their puppet introducing it to the 
rest of the group. Two others help out in moving the puppet, one on the legs, one on the hands and 
body and one on the head. The person who owns the puppet directs this short scene and decides who 
is stationed where. Language is not obligatory, participants are encouraged rather to use movements to 
tell their puppets story, or to portray their identity. Questions to keep in mind are: What is her/his name? 
Where does she come from? What does she like to do?
3. Task for two and two together. Staging a still image from a sentence they draw from a hat. An example of 
sentences: a couple fighting, strangers having a conversation at the post office, an older woman helping a 
homeless person standing up, teenage girls at a Justin Bieber concert, the phone rings and you get good 
news.

Activity 3

1. Group task for three or four together, depending on the group size. Staging a still image. An example: a 
translation, a day at the mall, waiting in line in the supermarket.



2. The group works together on developing the scene, they get this instruction; something happens. 
They have to collaborate and brainstorm about what happens and then execute it. One example from our 
workshop was; an earthquake happened. 
3. Reflection talk. All participants and trainers sit together and go over the workshop, reflecting on what 
came out of it, how they experienced it and so on. Every participant agreed on the good effect the puppets 
had on their language skills. They also talked about the possibilities of working with the puppets in their 
daily lives, for example with children. There was general satisfaction with the workshop on the whole. 

We wanted the tasks to be accessible for everyone, so the only expertise required was to be socially open, to 
be able to talk to and work with new people, to be able to work creatively in a group with new people. And 
to be open for a collaboration that does not rely on language, but uses other ways of communication. 
About risks and uncertainties found in the project, there were a few things we found out that we had 
to work with. One woman from Syria did not want to be seen on photographs, and we found it quite 
uncomfortable in general to have to put so much effort in documenting what we really felt should be a 
safe space. We would like to skip all photography and filming next time, it did not spread a good vibe in the 
workshop. Also, for some women it was not possible to attend for the whole three days, because of lack of 
childcare facilities for example. So we wanted to be flexible and allowed one or two women to have a bit 
flexible time attending or allowed them to take their kids with them. 

This workshop has a lot of possibilities, various groups can benefit from taking this workshop and it does 
not require much financial resources. It does require some human and physical resources, for example it 
would be challenging to have participants with non-functioning hands, even though it might be possible 
to find a way to work with that. The most important ability of participants is openness and willingness to 
learn, to play and to collaborate. Everything else is possible to work with. The cost is mostly in providing 
some salary to the trainers, renting a space (in most cases it should be possible to get the space for free), 
the material is very low budgeted, and the coffee time does not have to cost much. 



Learning Outcomes What we wanted the participants to gain from this workshop: 
•	 the ability to make their own puppet and know and understand the methodology so they can teach 

other people in their lives how to make one;
•	 to know the basic ways to make to puppet move;
•	 to realize the puppets possibilities in communicating without language (although we also found the 

possibilities of puppets in language training);
•	 to get to know other immigrants, local environment and maybe even build a ground for a lasting 

friendships and connections.
Foreseen impact on the 
direct beneficiaries 
Foreseen impact on the 
indirect beneficiaries

The implementation of the above exercises had from the beginning a good effect on the group. There 
was openness and good vibes all the time, and a willingness to play like a child and take in our advice that 
there was no right way and no wrong way to make a puppet. It was very interesting to see the effects on 
playing with the puppet has on the language skills of the participants, they opened up and at the end 
of their workshop they were able to talk much more freely without the puppet acting as a crutch. This is 
something we see that can be developed further, to use puppet theatre in language training, especially in 
a migrant context scenario.

Documentation and 
web resources useful to 
implement the scenario

Video materials illustrating three activities described above:
•	 How to make a puppet;
•	 Puppet theatre workshop in Akureyri; 
•	 Puppet theatre and language teaching.

https://youtu.be/5xMc4e8uveI
https://youtu.be/LFqRLM848Ng
https://youtu.be/GveWcsLtOcw

